
Getting Started 
If you are starting out, use easier images and gradually make them more difficult. I 
started out with Arizona highways, landscapes, and clouds. I still love nothing more than 
billowing summer clouds. They are great for adding extra colors into-all kinds of yummy 
colors! Cracked stucco can be fun too.  
 

 
Summer-Meadow 

 
Summer-Meadow (detail) 

Here is a detail of a cloud with lots of other colors added in. It was a big piece, so from a 
distance all the colors blended in. I was using two threads at once in a #14 sharp 
needle, because it was a looser, less exacting image. 



 
Stitching makes things distort, so skip images with people and animals when you are 
starting out. Animals have all that fur and feathers, not easy! My latest challenge: 
conifers (a bit like animals). I did a piece of high-altitude spruce last fall, and am just 
finishing a fluffy mugo pine now. In both cases I put a big part of them in deep, dark 
shadow. 

 
Krumholtz Spruce 

Decide what is important about the tree(s) and make that the center of your detailed 
work. Here it was the dead branches, stark against the dark needles. Use however 
many colors make it feel real. 
 
I hope that each one of you will give freestyle machine embroidery a try. Think in terms 
of small gems, rather than giant quilts. I know that takes a lot of mental adjustment, but 
bigger pieces have lots of problems.  
 



Photography 
My subjects are influenced by where I live and travel. I try to choose interesting 
approaches to a subject and avoid postcard images or overused subjects. I shoot my 
images to be somewhat spontaneous and not too carefully composed. If you learned 
some ‘rules’ for composition, throw them out. It is important to keep the approach fresh. 

 
Stepping Stones 

Pay attention to detail. In the woodlands, make one area as detailed as you can. That is 
your focal point. Then you can lose lots of detail in dark shadows and in sunlight or fog. 
 



I take my own photographs and edit them in Lightroom and Photoshop. This may 
mean sharpening the focus, taking out conflicting information, or changing part of the 
image. I think of my work as mixed media because the photo is as important as the 
stitching.  
 
I use heat transfer paper to print out the image. Printing directly onto fabric does not 
give me an image that is crisp enough. The heat transfer paper is ironed onto cotton 
broadcloth, and this is bonded to painter’s canvas. The result is stiff enough that I don’t 
need to use a hoop under the sewing machine which would be too cumbersome to 
accomplish anything. 
 
I use freestyle machine embroidery to completely cover the fabric surface. The fabric 
needs to be able to move freely under the foot. Canvas and broadcloth are woven 
fabrics so use a ’sharp’ needle not a ‘ballpoint’ or ‘universal’. The complete technique is 
covered in my book: Freestyle Machine Embroidery (Interweave 2009; ISBN 978-
1596680425).  

 
Trees Along the Path (in progress) 

This shows the piece “Trees Along the Path” in progress with the first version in the 
upper right. In the lower right is the photo after I took a path from a different photo and 
‘pasted’ it into the main photo. 



 
Trees Along the Path 

The finished piece “Trees Along the Path”. While stitching I took out some of the 
confusing branches because they didn’t make sense in the stitched image. I had to do a 
lot of ripping, and make some branches connect to others that were unrelated in the 
original photo. I felt that just fudging in leaves to cover up the mess would look just like 
that: a clumsy cover-up. 
 
 
 



Color Choice 
I never count my thread colors. If you want something to seem believable, then you will 
need to study your subject or photo…I mean really study it. Use lots of detail, lots of 
colors. If the colors don’t seem to show up against one another, move to colors with 
greater contrast.  
 
I choose color for how it works in a composition. It is important that an image reads 
clearly from a distance, but grows in interest as the viewer gets closer.  

 
Piece in Machine 

I may gather a bunch of threads that seem like they will be useful, but they soon 
become a jumble. 
 
Don’t think of any of the fabric arts as imitating any other media. Use fabric / dye / 
thread / yarn for its own visual strengths. I use a variety of brands and weights of 
threads. I do not use shiny synthetics or rayons. I also do not use silk. There are not 
enough colors available in silk, so silk does not add more value. In one instance, I 
unwound DMC embroidery floss and rewound 2 strands onto a spool to use in my 
machine. This gave me a more brilliant white than any available machine thread.  
 
  



Shadows 
There are no rules for shadows. Sometimes blues and related blue-greens and purples 
can make the shadow feel colder. I mix colors throughout each piece and that includes 
the shadow areas. The darker the area, the less the variety will show from a distance, 
but using a variety will increase viewer interest upon closer inspection.  
 
Choosing color flecks comes with experience. Keep in mind that visual color mixing can 
make an area less brilliant even though it will add interest. I experiment as I go. 
Sometimes that means ripping stuff out. If you don’t experiment, you don’t learn. One of 
the points of making art is to investigate and learn how we see things. Keep making 
things that are more challenging. 
 

 
Trail by the Cliff (detail) 

Sometimes I want warm shadows and sometimes cool. These shadows are somewhat 
warm, so I added browns and greens. 



 
Trail by the Cliff 

Here is the whole piece “Trail by the Cliff”. It is also an example of creating damp 
Eastern atmosphere with moisture in the air. The fading of foliage into the background 
creates a layered space, more mysterious than a crisp blue Western sky. 



 
Tree in the Canyon 

These are colder shadows. I wanted the orange/blue contrast as well as the light/dark 
contrast. I wanted the tree to feel like the transition between warmth and cold.  
 



Final Advice 
It is best if you stitch in one direction, not in the direction that fur grows in or that flower 
petals radiate out in. It will be difficult to impossible to ever iron the piece flat again. It 
helps a lot to iron from the back with lots of steam, pulling the piece in the direction that 
it wants to distort in. I know, then it becomes more distorted…. but at least it will 
become flatter, if that is your obsession. (It is mine!) You can cut your canvas on a slight 
diagonal or bias, and sew nearly vertical. Then the image squishes out or gets fat. So, 
then add a little extra height to your image before you print it out on heat transfer paper. 
 
We see through contrast: contrast in values, warm / cool colors, complements, and 
amount of brilliance. Wooded areas are more complex and take more work to create the 
dappled patterns. Bleached areas have less value contrast, but the colors are at the 
light end. A contrast with a heavy shadow sometimes helps. Doing highly lit areas are 
more of a challenge right now because there are so few really pale threads and fabrics 
being manufactured. Analogous colors are next to each other on the color wheel and 
thus do not provide any contrast unless they contrast in some other way such as in 
value or brilliance. 
 
I choose a particular subject and then create as many pieces on that subject as I feel 
good about without repeating an idea too much. Right now, I am trying to figure how I 
can make garden ideas fresh. It is an overused subject, and for that reason the subject 
is all the more difficult. I am looking at the garden because, like everyone else, I am not 
traveling, but am looking more closely at my immediate surroundings. 
 


